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Time sharing in large fast computers
i

By C. Strachey, National Research Development Corporation, London (UK)

Time sharing, in the sense of causing the main computer to inter-

rupt its program to perform the arithmetic and control opera-

tions required by external or peripheral equipment, has been
used on a limited scale for a long time. This paper explores the

possibility of applying time sharing to a large fast computer on
a very extensive scale.

The first main advantage is that the distinction between on-line

and off-line equipment largely disappears—the local buffer

stores and control units of off-line or autonomous units are no
longer needed. The second main advantage is that the efficiency

of using the machine can be much improved by having two or

more programs in the machine at the same time and arranging

that, effectively, the machine is never idle between programs.
Other advantages are that the checking of programs should be
cheaper and the machine maintenance time may be reduced.

Time sharing on this scale means that there would be various

programs and pieces of peripheral equipment competing both
for the use of control (time sharing) and also for the use of the

store (space sharing). The paper makes definite proposals

for a method to reconcile these demands and to prevent

interference by one program with another even if one of the

programs is incorrect and “runs wild.” These involve the use of

a permanent main steering program, known as the “Director”

and special instructions for transferring the control and for

isolating sections of the store which are only available to the

director.

\

Repartition tcmporelle dans les grandes calcnlatrices rapides. Le
«partage du temps* qui consiste a interrompre le programme de

la calculatrice proprement dite pour effectuer les operations

arithmetiques et de controle qu’exigent les elements extemes ou
peripheriques, se pratique depuis longtemps dans une certaine

mesure. L’auteur recherche s’il est possible d’etendre cette

notion a une grande calculatrice rapide.

Le principal avantage de la methode est d’abolir presque totale-

ment la distinction entre elements connectes et elements peri-

pheriques, les memories tampons et les unites de commande des

elements peripheriques devenant inutiles. Son deuxieme grand
avantage vient de ce qu’elle permet d’ameliorer considerable-

ment le rendement de la machine en y introduisant simultane-

ment deux programmes ou plus et en faisant en sorte qu’elle ne
reste jamais inactive. En outre, cette methode devrait abaisser

le prix de revient de la mise au point des programmes et redui-

rait sans doute la duree des operations d’entretien.

A cette echelle, la programmation simultanee a pour eflet de
mettre plusieurs programmes et plusieurs elements peripheri-

ques en concurrence tant pour l’utilisation de l’organe de com-
mande (partage du temps) que pour celle des memories (partage

de l’espace). L'auteur formule un certain nombre de propositions

precises en vue de la mise au point d’une methode permettant de

concilier ces exigences et d’empecher un programme de pertur-

-ber l’exdcution d'un autre, meme s’il est defectueux et «deraille>>.

Sa solution suppose l’emploi d’un programme principal perma-
nent dit programme «directeur» et d’instructions speciaies pour
faire passer l’organe de commande d’un programme a l’autre et

pour isoler les memories auquels le programme directeur est

seul a avoir acces.

Zeitverteilung in gropen und schnellen Rechenautomaten. In be-

schranktem Umfang hat man schon seit langer Zeit eine Zeit-

verteilung in dem Sinne durchgefiihrt, daB man den Haupt-
rcchenautomaten sein Programm unterbrechen lieB, um Rechen-

und Steueroperationen fur die zugehorigen auBeren Gerate aus-

zufuhren. Dieser Bericht untersucht auf einer breiten Basis die

Anwendungsmoglichkeiten von Zeitverteilungsverfahren auf
groBe und schnelle Rechenmaschinen.
Der erste Hauptvorteil besteht darin, daB die Unterscheidung
zwischen angeschlossenen und selbstandigen Einheiten weit-

gehend verschwindet. Die ortlichen Pufierspeicher und Kom-
mandowerke der auBeren oder selbstandigen Einheiten werden
nicht mehr benotigt. Weiterhin kann der Wirkungsgrad beim
Betrieb der Maschine sehr gesteigert werden, indem man zwei
Oder mehr Programme zur gleichen Zeit in der Maschine hat und
es so einrichtet, daB die Maschine zwischen den Programmen
niemals leerlauft. Andere Vorteile liegen in der Moglichkeit des
billigen Priifens von Programmen und der Verkiirzung der
Wartungszeit der Maschine.

Zeitverteilung bedeutet auf dieser Ebene, daB verschiedene Pro-
gramme und verschiedene angeschlossene auBere Gerate fur die

Benutzung der Steuerung (Zeitverteilung) und auch fur die Be-
nutzung des Speicners (Platzverteilung) in Konkurrenz stehen.

Die Arbeit macht bestimmte Vorschlage fur eine Methode, um
diese Anspruche miteinander zu vereinbaren und das Dazwi-
schenkommen eines Programmes in ein anderes zu vermeiden,
selbst wenn eines der Programme falsch ist und ,,wild“ lauft.

Diese Vorschlage enthalten den Gebrauch eines bleibenden

Haupt-Steuerprogrammes („director" genannt) und die Ver- :

wendung besonderer, nur dem ,,director” zuganglicher Befehle
zur Obemahme der Steuerung und zum Isolieren von Teilen des

Speichers. .

CoBMemenue no epeMeuu b QoAbuiux 6biCTpodeticTayio

-

mux Bbiu.ucjiuTe.ibHbix Maiuunax. CoBMeufleHwe no Bpe- r'f.

MeHn, b tom CMbrcne, hto oho 3acTaB.*iaeT BbiHHCJiHTeJib- •<§
Hyw ManiMHy npepbraaTb BbinojiHHeMyio eio nporpaMMy,
flJIH Toro, HTOObI BbnTOJIHMTb apH(J)MeTHHeCKHe fleMCTBHH
h onepaiftm ynpasjieHHH, KaK Toro TpedyiOT BHeniHee |£|
odopyflOBaHHe hhm o6opyflc»BaHne BBOsa-BbiBOfla, nanm
yate ncnojib3yeTCH b orpannHeHHOM MacniTaSe. B so-! -

KJiafle HccJieflyeTCH bosmojkhoctb npHMeHeHHH coBMe-,,.^—

meHHH no BpeMemt b Sojibinoii 6bicTpo,qo!icTBy;on;eii sw
BbiHHCJinTejibHOH MainHHe b onem. mnpoKOM MacniTade.

™
IlepBblM OCHOBHbEVI npeMMyilfleCTBOM HBJIHeTCH TO, HTO
pa3JiHHne Menmy BHemHHM odopy^OBaHneM n ooopy,qo-

; BaHneM caMon MamnHbi b 3HaHHTejibH0ii CTenerar HCHepj^S
3aeT — BHeiHHiie MecTHbie 6yc|DepHbie sanoMimaiotano |
ycTpoficTBa ynpaBJieHnH huh aBTOHOMHbie ycTponcTBa’ri
oojibme He HyacHM. BTOpoe ocHOBHoe npenMymecTBO 3a-

KJIKlHaeTCH B TOM, HTO SCjxJjeKTHBHOCTb MCn0.Tb303aHHH*|[

MauiHHbi MOHteT 6brrb 3HaHttTejibHO yjiyHineHa nyxeM o#-p. i-

HOBpeMeHHoro ricnojib3oeaHHH flBjrx mjih ' donee rrpo-

V

rpaMM b MaiHHHe n TaKofi opraHH3aiflnn padoTbi ManiH-A
Hbi, HToSbi .oHa HnKorfla He. npocTatmana Meatfly npo-;;

rpaMMaMn. H3 apyrwx npeHMymecTB cjieayeT ynoMHpyTb
yfleineBJieHne npoBepitH nporpaMM n coKpamenite npe-
MeHH o6cjiy>Ki-.BaHHH.

.

.- CoBMeufleHHe no Bpe.MeHH b stom Macnixabe
hto pa3JinHwe nporpaMMbi n OTaenbHbie nacm odopyao-
BaHHK BBOfla-BbiBoaa SyayT npeTeH^oBaTb Ha ncnojib-*'^^

;

30BaHtte yrrpaBJieHHH (coBMemeHne no speMeHH), a TaK-';-

me.K Ha wcnoiibsoBaHMe 3anoMitHaiomero ycTpoficTBa..

(coBMemeHHe no npocTpaHCTBy). B flOEhafle flawTCH on-

peflejieHHbie npeaJioJKeHHH no Meroay eornacoBaiii-m

3thx TpedOBaHJci n npeflynpeHtneHHH BMemaTejibcrha
, :.pf
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o#hom nporpaMMbi e BbinojmeHHe #pyroii nporpaMMbi,

flajKe ecjrn o#Ha M3 nporpaMM HenpaBMJibHa m BbinojiHH-

eTCH He no rpac|3MKy. Bee sto TpeSyeT npHMeHeHMH no-

ctobhhoh rjiaBHOM ynpaBJiniomeM nporpaMMbi, H3BecT-

hom no# Ha3BaroieM «#wpeKTop» m cneijwajibHbix KOMaH#

^jih nepe#aHH ynpaBJieHHH m #jih m30jihijh;w ceKijMH 3a-

noMMHaiomero ycTpowcTBa, Koxopbie #ocTynHbi tojibko

#jih «#wpeKTOpa».

La distribution del tiempo en las grandes calculadoras rapidas.

La distribuci6n del tiempo, para lograr la interrupcidn del pro-

grama/que esta efectuando la calculadora principal para realizar

operaciones aritmdticas y de control requeridas por la instala-

ci6n externa y perif^rica, se ha empleado durante mucho tiempo

K'eii escala muy limitada. En este estudio se analiza la posibilidad

de aplicar esa distribucidn del tiempo a una gran calculadora

ripida en una escala amplisima.

La primera ventaja importante de este procedimiento consiste

en la desaparicion casi total de la distincidn entre el dispositivo

de la linea interior y el de la linea exterior, no necesitandose ya,

£ "domo consecuencia, los almacenes intermediaries y las unidades

de control de la linea exterior, asi como las unidades autdnomas.

Xa segunda ventaja consiste en la posibilidad de mejorar gran-

demente la eficacia en el uso de la maquina gracias al funciona-

miento simultaneo en la misma de dos o mas programas, y a la

seguridad efectiva de que la maquina no se halla nunca inactiva

entre un programa y otro. Existen aun otras ventajas, como el

abaratamiento de las operaciones de verificacidn del programa y

la reduction del tiempo de mantenimiento de la calculadora.

La distribution del tiempo, realizada a esta escala, significa que

varios programas y piezas del dispositivo perifdrico competiran

para utilizar el control (distribucidn del tiempo) y tambien para

J:

1

-el empleo del almac^n (distribucidn del espacio). En el articulo se

formulan propuestas concretas en relacidn con un metodo

destinado a hacer compatibles tales exigencias, previniendo, a la

vez, la interferencia entre un programa y otro, aun en el caso de

que uno deellos sea incorrecto yfuncione desordenadamente'*.

I'lXsto implica el empleo de un programa permanente de gobiemo

central,, denominado “Director”, asi como de instrucciones

especiales para la transferencia del control y el aislamiento de

aquellas secciones del almacen que sdlo son utilizables por el

citado programa director.

1.

Introduction

possible set of functions (or subroutines) for dealing with

magnetic tape. (I have purposely oversimplified this ex-

ample in some respects.)

i

asm:

life-
-

2.

Magnetic tape operations

2.1. Properties of magnetic tape system

Information transferred in blocks of fixed length

Each character on tape has a parity check bit

Each word in the main store has a parity check bit
.

Each block on tape has a check sum
Reading and writing can be done in one direction only

There is a reading head immediately following the writing

head to allow a writing check. The separation between

these two heads cannot be guaranteed closely so that

their timing is not connected.

One of the most difficult problems which face the designer

of an electronic computing machine is the serious imbalance

which exists between the speed of the electro-mechanical

equipment used for input and output, and the speed of

operation of the wholly electronic internal arithmetic and

control circuits.

Iptv The solution adopted by most of the fast large scale com-

puters in use today is to have wholly or partly autonomous

.

.

' units, each with its own buffer store.

The disadvantage of this plan is largely an economic one,

for as the demands on the system have grown, so the auto-

nomous units have become more and more complex and
~ expensive, until we have reached the position where the

peripheral equipment is more expensive than the main

J.;
computer.

!' i - The difficulty is that the logical complexity of the operations

. required of the autonomous units is quite great. It is true

that the rate at which these operations have to be performed
is not very high, but unfortunately the cost of a special

purpose computer is determined more by its logical com-
plexity than its speed, so that it is not much cheaper to

!

'

‘ build a slow unit. In fact one of the main economic reasons

j' - . for building faster computers is that operation for operation

H . . they are a great deal cheaper than slow ones.

I .
A. concrete example may, perhaps, help to define our ideas

2.2. Facilities to be provided

a) Four orders

:

I) Read a block from tape unit x into the main store

starting at address y

II) Write a block to tape unit x from the main store

starting at address y
III) Skip y blocks on tape unit x

IV) Search tape unit x for a block starting with a word

identical to the word in main store address y.

3.

Time sharing solution

somewhat more clearly. I give below the specification of a

> .‘.V'.-: ,

'
..

'.

b) Checks as follows

:

Parity check on characters, sum check on blocks for read-

ing, skipping and searching (orders I, III and IV)

For writing (II), insert sum check and perform word by

word read back check.

Automatic re-read or re-write on check failure up to a

maximum of 4 times, accumulating tallies of errors

for each tape unit.

Special alarm after 4 re-runs.

c) Lock outs:

During reading or writing the main computer is to be

locked out from the single block of store starting at

address y until the magnetic tape operation has been

completed and successfully checked.

It will be seen that there is a considerable logical complexity

in this specification. It is rather improbable that any

autonomous buffer unit -would be able to fulfill all these

requirements; almost certainly the designated main store

address y wrould be confined to the buffer store so that the

magnetic tape order would have to be associated with an-

other transfer order between the main store and the buffer.

Even this degree of complexity is not as much as may be

required. If the requirement of a check sum for each block

is removed, it becomes possible to use each word of the

main store as soon as it has been dealt with (instead of

waiting till the end of the block) . This allows much simpler

tape copying schemes, but introduces some very severe

complications if an error is detected (by parity or read

back) in the middle of a block. This sort of situation is

beyond the power of a reasonably simple special purpose

system, but is relatively easy to programme if the full facili-

ties of the central computer are available.

We are thus led to consider the possibilities of ‘'borrowing”

the central computer for a short time in order to control

the magnetic tape operations. This -will only be practicable

if the computer is a very fast one (preferably in the micro-

second speed range) and if the “borrowing” is organized

automatically whenever it is required so that the program-

mer need not be aware of it. One possible way of arranging

this is as follows.

: iiL

j -
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The magnetic tape unit has two single word registers as-
sociated with it. One of these is a shifting register and is
used to assemble a complete word from the characters as
they come off the magnetic tape. When a word is complete
it is transferred to the second register and an "interrupt
program” signal is sent to the central computer. This
causes the computer to stop obeying the main program and
enter a special sequence of orders to deal with the word
from tape; at the same time it records the place where it
left the main program. The special sequence of orders
checks the parity of the word from magnetic tape, adds it
to the sum check if necessary and stores it in the appropriate
part of the main store. It then advances the count or index
register. If the end of the block has not yet been reached,
the computer then returns to the main program. At the
end of the block the appropriate checking is done before
returning to the main programme.
This plan leaves several difficulties unresolved; it makes,
for example, no provision for lock-out during transfers!
Another important difficulty is the possibility of several
interrupt program ’ signals coming at the same time

(from different units) or of one special sequence of orders
being interrupted by another (or even worse, by itself).
A fairly straightforward way out of these difficulties is to
divide all possible interrupt signals into a small number of
classes. The classes are allotted in order of priority, and any
interrupt signal can only interrupt the program immediately
if this is of a lower priority class. If the program being
executed is of the same or higher priority class, the inter-
rupt signal is merely stored. At the end of a sequence -of
orders of one priority, the machine scans the waiting list
and starts to operate on the call with the highest remaining
priority.

The top priority class would contain operations which
cannot afford to wait e.g. transfer of words to or from
magnetic tape. The lowest priority would be the main pro-
gram. There might have to be one or two intermediate
classes, the principle of classification being that those pro-
cesses which have inertia musthave a higher priority than
those which have none.
It is interesting to consider the timing problems in some-
what more detail. Suppose, for example, that the rate of
transfer of information from magnetic tape is one word in
200 [xs and that the length of time required for the sequence
which stores this word is 5 jxs. It may well be that the word
is only available for part of interval between successive
words, so that, for instance, it must be used within 150 [xs

_
appearance. It is clear then, that the maximum

number of tape units which could be in operation at once
is 30 and that these would use 75% of the total available
computer time; the remaining 25% would always be avail-
able for lower priority programs. Suppose, however, that
we do not want to have a shifting register with each magne-
tic tape unit, but wish to use the central computer to as-
semble each word as it comes from the magnetic tape
character by character. In this case we can assume that
the character interval is 30 (xs ; we will assume no buffer store
so that the character is only available for a short time—-say
10 (xs. The sequence of orders required to assemble a single'
word is quite short, but the partly assembled word would
have to be stored; it seems reasonable to assume a time of
2 (xs for this operation. With these figures a maximum of
5 magnetic tape units could be in use at the same time and
these would use 33% of the total machine time. However
we still have to put the completed word away. If this takes
5 (xs as in the earlier example and we leave the end of word
sequence in the same priority class as the character sequence,
we shall have to limit the number of magnetic tape units to
two. If we can relegate the end of word sequence to a lower
priority class, so that it can be interrupted by other character
assembly sequences, there is plenty of time to fit it in so that
it does not restrict the number of magnetic tape units.

Once more I must emphasise that the examples given here - i

are deliberately simplified. There are a number of other
considerations which must be taken into account when
calculating timings. For example some operations, such as
multiplication and division may be relatively slow. If an
interrupt call occurs during one of these the operation in
'all probability, will have to be completed. It depends’ on
the details of the logical design of the machine whether this
tune has to be added to the maximum tune for each magnet-
ic

.

tape sequence or whether the relatively simple oper-
ations required to deal with magnetic tape can take place
while the multiplication or division is being completed.
Then again some of the high priority programs will need to
use the arithmetic unit; once more depending on the char-
acteristics of the machine it may be necessary to store the
contents of various arithmetic and index registers before
proceeding with the new program. If this is necessary the
general rule should be to store them in locations which are
associated with the interrupting program and to restore
them again at the end of that program. The amount of in-
formation to be stored is determined by what use the inter-
rupting program makes of these common registers. In this
way no time will be wasted storing more information than
is necessary.

It will be evident that the system of time sharing so far
described is quite complex in its operation. I do not know v

T

of any already existing computer which uses a system of this .

sort, though I believe that there are machines under con- - -
•

i

struction which will have time sharing facilities on this scale! a !

It seems to me however, that the scheme described above
'

d°es not go far enough, and that for a relatively small in- m
crease in hardware a very considerably better system can - 1'

be obtained. The crucial point comes”, I think, when we
consider the problems of operating a very fast computer.

4. Operating problems

The increasing speed of computers will make the problem ' •

of keeping them busy considerably more complicated.;,’’
Although the major reason for building very large and fast iff
machines may be the existence of problems which cannot

''

be done without them, I think there will always remain
>’

far more rather smaller problems. As I have already pointed i

out, fast machines are much cheaper per operation provided ;*

they can be used efficiently. A machine in the microsecond v
class will be one thousand times as fast as a machine in the
millisecond class, but it is not likely to cost more than fifty
times as much. We have a factor of twenty to save if we
can use it.

.

'•

The great difficulty, of course; is to keep a very fast
machine continuously busy on problems which, for it, are
very small. By other standards, of course, these problems
are not so small ; a problem which involves inverting twelve
20 x 20 matrices or solving a set of 65 linear equations
would not be called small by most standards. This sort of ~ *81
problem would take 30 minutes to an hour on a machine,
such as Pegasus or the IBM 650; one or two minutes on a
Mercury or an IBM 709 and one or two seconds on a micro- ?
second class of machine. :

Keeping a steady flow of problems to the machine is ob- -

. viously going to present very great difficulties and I do not
think it will be possible not to lose a few seconds between
each problem. It seems worthwhile considering time sharing
between operators so that if one operator is idling another
may be using the machine.' Another possibility is to have'
a "base load” program in the machine the whole time. This ! ,

would be a large program which would take a long time to
run. It would have the lowest priority and come into
operation whenever there was a gap between two shorter
programmes.

. —
There are at least two other activities in which a computer

.

is, at present, very inefficiently used. The first of these is' -:
:

’
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programme checking. For many purposes the best method
of programme checking is for a skilled programmer to sit

at the operating console of the machine and to plan his
operations according to the results produced by the
machine. Unfortunately this method is so grossly wasteful
of machine time, even with relatively slow machines, that
it is generally not allowed except for a few very special

,
problems. The concept of time sharing between operators
makes it possible once more to allow this manual program
checking at a special console, without seriously interfering
with the amount of machine time available for ordinary
computing.

:

The other activity which makes very inefficient use of a
computer is the maintenance and adjustment of the periph-
eral equipment such as paper tape readers and magnetic

x tape units. Some of these need a considerable amount of
adjustment which can only be done satisfactorily by using
the computer. If this part of the maintenance can be car-
ried out on a time-sharing basis, it should be possible to
reduce the total machine time used for maintenance quite
considerably.

Several new problems appear as soon as it becomes possible
to have several variable programmes in the machine at the
same time. The most important of these is the necessity of
seeing that the programmes do not interfere with each
other. This is particularly important, of course, if one of
the programmes concerned is still under development and
so is liable to “run wild.” The solution to this difficulty is

to provide for interlocks on the main store so that each
program is restricted to altering (and perhaps also to read-
ing) numbers in its own section of the store. This in its turn
introduces the problem of altering the interlocks. It is

evident that it must be possible to change them when
required (or it would be impossible to use the whole ma-
chine on a single large problem) and for reasons of speed it

is obviously desirable to have them altered by a machine
instruction. The problem is to ensure that even if a pro-
gram runs wild so that it obeys a completely unpredictable
series of orders, it still shall not be able to alter the inter-
locks and spoil another programm.
The other rather difficult problems are concerned with the
best method of program checking on a machine of this sort.
The majority of programmes (and programmers) are not
suitable for the manual checking methods. It is therefore
necessary to make some provision for other methods of
program checking, and it is likely that there will be a con-
siderable amount of this work. A particular problem which
arises in this context is the difficulty of determining when
a program under test is in error and has come to a loop
stop. If this is not detected rapidly, it can waste a dispro-
portionate amount of computer time.

. litis*
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5. The Director

The general organization of the computer may now appear
to be formidably complicated. If it were necessary to design
and build special hardware to perform all these functions,
it would be a somewhat daunting task. Fortunately, how-
ever, it is not necessary to do this. The computer itself is
designed to deal with just such complicated logical prob-
lems, and viewed as problems for a computer programme,
the organization of the machine is by no means unusally
difficult or complicated. We therefore seek to control the
organization of the machine by means of a programme
which I shall call the Director.
The first important characteristic of the Director is that it
is a fixed program. This means that it can, and should, be
kept in a special part of the store which is non-erasable. It
is a fortunate fact that it is relatively cheap and easy to
provide a non-erasable store with a very fast read-out time
(of the order of 1/5 pis). This reduces the time spent in the

Director and ensures that the program of the Director can
never be destroyed.

The second fact is that the Director requires some working
space which is immune from interference by other pro-
grammes. That is to say that we require some ordinary
erasable store which can only be altered by instructions in
the Director/ ,

'

,

The fact that the Director is in a special, fixed part of the
store makes it possible to introduce machine instructions
which are only accessible to the Director. If the instructions
which alter the main store interlocks are of this_sort, it is

quite easy to arrange that no program can alter the inter-
locks of any other program, and thus to give protection
against programmes under test running wild.

6. Hypothetical machine -

In order to clarify and give precision to the ideas discussed
so far, I propose to describe, in outline, a possible design for
a large fast computer making extensive use of time sharing.
I must make it quite clear that the machine I am going to
describe is not, so far as I know, an actual or projected
computer. The performance figures I use have no secret
significance, they are merely estimates of what I consider
reasonable either now or in the near future. In fact the
main characteristics of the machine would not be critically

dependent on the actual speeds assumed.

6.1

Characteristics of the machine

The machine is intended for mathematical work. It is a
binary machine with both fixed and floating point arith-
metic. The word length is between 40 and 50 bits. It has a
main store of 32,000 words or more (on ferrite cores) with a
cycle time of 1 to 2 ps. It also has a fixed (non-erasable)
store of 1000 to 4000 words with a read-out time of */

5 ps.
There is a special working store of a few hundred words
which is only accessible from instructions in the fixed store.
Arithmetic operations (addition, multiplication, division,
fixed or floating point) take from 2 to 10 ps, including access
time. Red tape instructions require 1 to 2 ps if obeyed
from the main store and from 1

ji to 1
/2 ps if obeyed from

the fixed store.

The details of the order structure and the provision of
modifier registers (index registers) will not be fully discuss-
ed. The number of modifier registers available will in-
fluence the method used to change from one programme to
another, and in particular, if the number is very small (say
two or three) it may be desirable to have special loading
and dumping instructions for them.
The backing store for the machine will be magnetic tape
using fixed block lengths. The transfer rate will be 20,000
to 60,000 6-bit characters per second which is equivalent
to one word every 100 to 300 ps. Formally speaking, each
magnetic tape unit will have two one-word buffers as-
sociated with it as described in section 3 above. There will
be 8 to 10 units associated with the main computer.

6.2 Input and output equipment

There will be up to 20 slow input/output stations. Each
consists of a paper tape reader (200 characters/sec), a paper
tape punch and printer (or an electric typewriter) and a
magnetic tape mechanism, together with a working space
and a few control keys. The magnetic tape mechanism can
be considerably simpler than the ones associated with the
main machine as it is not required to work nearly so fast.
In addition there will be fast input/output stations viz : a
punched card input and output, a line printer (or perhaps
two) and probably a graphical display output. Each of
these will have an associated magnetic tape unit.

6.3 Operator’s consoles

There will be three operator’s consoles: an engineer’s con-
sole for maintaining and testing the machine, a programme-
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testing console with various visual displays and at least an
electric typewriter, ana a main operator's console. All three
will have fairly extensive facilities for intervening in the
course of a calculation.

In addition each of the input/output stations will have suf-
ficient control keys to allow them to be operated as if they
were off-line mechanisms.

6.4 Method of operation

In normal operation there would be time sharing among
up to four variable programmes.

I) A base load program. This is a long term program
which has already been checked. It is set up initially
from the main operator s console and given the lowest
priority. It is used to fill in the gaps between other
programmes.

II) A series of short run programmes. These are run in
sequence from the main operator’s console. They con-
stitute the majority of short and medium length pro-
grammes. In general they will have been written with
the aid of some form of automatic coding routine and

ill have been translated into machine code and stored
in sequence on magnetic tape in a form suitable for the
input routine.

Ill) A programme being manually checked, at the pro-
gramme-testing console.

^0 engineer s test routine being used to service part of
the peripheral equipment.

In addition to these a number of the slow input/output
stations will be in use. These have three main functions.

I) The initial input of program (and data) would be from
punched paper tape. This would be read in from one of
the stations and immediately stored (probably without
much translation) on magnetic tape. At some later
time a special translating run would be initiated by the
operator at the main console and the resulting pro-
grammes stored in a single magnetic tape for later
running.

II) The stations would also be used for printing the result
of programmes whose volume of output did not war-
rant the use of the line printer. These results would be
stored by the main computer on the magnetic tape of
one of the input/output stations and later printed out.

.
Ill) The third use of the stations would be for post mortem

printing when testing a program which did not require
manual testing. When a program being tested in this
"way Was finished, or if it broke down in any detectable
way or if it had been running for longer than was
forecast, the contents of various prearranged parts of
the store (probably the whole store used by the prob-
lem) would be output (by the Director) onto magnetic
tape. It would then be possible for the programmer at
some later time to print out any parts of the store he
required by using a punched paper steering tape at one
of the input/output stations. If after further thought he
needed more information, a further steering tape would
provide it. . :

This illustrates one way in which the difficulty of loop stops
can be dealt with. It would be mandatory for the program-
mer to supply a time-estimate for his program. (For stand-
ard. programmes, such as matrix inversions, which were

" data-dependent, this would be calculated by an interlude
on input. If the programmer omitted to give an estimate, a
standard one of one second could be used.) The Director
would keep a record of the length of time spent in each \
program, and if the estimate were exceeded by, say, a fac-
tor of two, treat it as a program error.
In the -normal course of events the line printer and other
fast input/output devices would be used with their as-

’ sociated magnetic tape units as if they were off-line.

In this way, during the normal running of the machine .;'q-

several operators are using the machine during the same .

:

time. To each of these operators the machine appears to
behave as a separate machine (smaller, of course, and
slower than the real machine). Nevertheless whenever it
becomes desirable the entire machine can be devoted to a
single large scale problem.

7. Interlock problems

There are one or two difficulties connected with interlocks \which were mentioned above but left without any very
precise solution. It is now possible to suggest rather more
detailed solutions for them in the framework of the hypo-
thetical machine. \

To prevent one variable program interfering with another, .

'M
each program is required to be compact in the store. (This

'

is quite easily arranged if automatic coding is used.) On
input the Director assigns an unused block of store to the
problem, inserts the relevant addresses in the instructions -

'

and establishes the store limits inside which the problem
must lie. While the problem is being run these limits are
held in two special ‘limit registers’ and are compared with --"<1®

the address register of the mam store every time this is :

used. If the address called for is not in the correct part of
the program a program error is indicated to the Director.
This comparison need not slow down the process of reading
from store. It can proceed in parallel with the read out, and
if the address is out of limits, the same number is merely \
written back into the store again. - -

The instructions setting the limit registers are only available ijj&
to the fixed store, and it is part of the function of the Direc-
tor to set them correctly whenever control is moved to a -’-jS
fresh program. The allocation of store is thus a function of
the Director. Any program can remove itself (for example-
when it comes to an end) but no variable program can
remove another. Only the Director, can forcibly remove a
program, and it will only do this if there is a program ‘

error (e.g. a call for a number outside its limits) or if the
program overruns its time limit

When fixed programmes (such as those for magnetic tape) - .-g;
are required to use part of the store belonging to a variable
program, they (or the Director) will check on first entry that
the part of the store they are being asked to use is a permis-
sible one. It is also desirable to provide a temporary lock-

. - -

out while transferring blocks of data to and from magnetic
tape (see section 3). This can be done rather neatly if there
is a parity check bit on words in the main store. The sug-

'

. |
gestion is that the parity bit should be reversed for the
period when it is necessary to lock out the main computer
(but not the magnetic tape fixed programme).This involves
providing instructions (accessible only from the fixed store)

: ^
for reading and writing in the main store with reversed -,-;*

parity. An attempt by the main program to read a word
with reversed parity would lead (as all error indications
would lead) to a sequence in the Director. This would de- ' :>

’4

termine whether a magnetic transfer involving that ad-' - i.
jjj

dress was in process. If it were, it would delay the main~'CjjS
program; if not it would signal a store error.

8. Conclusion
.

-

The overall aim of the system which has been described :

V
above is to separate the various operations which are time
sharing, as much as possible, while still preserving the pos-.
sibility of running the whole machine as a single unit. The . •/

advantages which follow are firstly a cheaper machine
because the peripheral equipment is simpler, secondly a. - ...

more efficient use of the machine, because it is more con- ;
,;V:

tinuous and lastly, considerably greater flexibility, because
. ,

various time-sharing schemes can be tried without very ' .v
great expense by merely rewriting the Director. :

. .’vsfei

•
.



ecuted concurrently was begun before the logical organiz-

ation of STRETCH was finally determined. We hope to
report our progress in multi-programming on STRETCH at
the forthcoming meeting of the Eastern Joint Computer
Conference. One of the most difficult problems is that of
determining in a sufficiently general way, the best sequence
in which problem programs should be brought into the
execution phase. Associated with this problem is that of

storage allocation. Does Mr. Strachey have any solution

(not of an ad hoc nature) to these problems?""--- - ,,
•

C. Strachey'. I have no solution. -

P. Dreyfus (France)'. I disagree on the possibility of hand-
ling time sharing by a program. In my opinion, it must be
handled b3

>- hardware. The Director works for each instruc-

tion and each transfer. A program is too slow to perform
these functions.

If the Director operators are very fast, it means that the
machine could be very fast so that the relative loss in time
is the same: probably a 10/1 reduction over basic speed.

Whereas hardware handling of time sharing results in a
speed reduction of only 1.5/1.

The cost of integrating the Director in the hardware of the
machine represents less than a 20% increase in the overall

cost of the equipment.

C. Strachey: It is not necessary to bring in the Director
after each instruction, it is only called in at the request of

a piece of peripheral equipment, and whenever the pro-
gram operating at the moment has to wait for anj- reason.

These interruptions should be relatively infrequent. The
practicability of using a program contested time sharing
scheme, certainty depends on the rate of interruption being
quite small compared with the rate at which instructions

are obeyed, but as the interruption rate depends generalty
on mechanical considerations, it is unlikely to increase in

the future as much as machine speeds.

J. Porte (France) : For scientific research, there is a question
which seems to have been neglected—not only by Mr.
Strachey, but by other speakers at today’s meeting, in-

cluding Mr. Wilkes. The question is that of time-sharing
in programming versus time-sharing in calculation.

For much special or experimental research, we cannot hope
that programs will be generated by “auto-programming”
methods— at least in the near future. Consequently, we
must write programs in machine language, and that means
that time will be lost in the checking of programs.
As far as I can see at the present time, the result of such
considerations is to emphasize the usefulness of a wide range
of order codes, particularly double- or triple-length arith-

metic and double- or triple-length floating point arithmetic,
for experience shows that in such experimental work we are
often faced with a lack of accuracy.

C. Strachey: The checking of programs which are so iarge
that they occupy the whole machine will inevitably be an
expensive task and would almost certainty not be done
directly from the machine console as it could not be time-
shared with any other program. Very large programs would
probably be checked in sections as far as possible to avoid
this difficulty.

As for experimental programs requiring multiple precision
arithmetic, it seems to me to be a reasonable request that
automatic programming systems for very large and fast
machines should include these facilities as a matter of
course.

a) Priority shifting sequences

^Js TJDn.moving;to higher priority. •-

Hi
1 /Store present control number and priority. :

’.Copy accumulators, modifiers etc.,, as required for

Kpjl/j'ty, interrupting program. The storage registers used

are allocated to the interrupting program,

gtyty; Alter store address limit registers. ' .

Enter interrupting program.

- ’II) On moving to lower priority (i.e. at ‘wait’ order),

iffe'- Restore accumulators, modifiers etc.,, control no.,

store address limit register.

pST
|
Prepare to enter program. If another interrupt of

jpEfe higher priority is still in force, enter the appropri-

. 'ate sequence instead.

b) Arrange allocation of store during input and freeing of

store at end of program. \ <

cj Keep /time for programmes being checked (and possibly

others).

d) If unexpected overflows, or forbidden store references,

tyor rion-existant orders or other incorrect instructions oc-

/,:,. cur, treat as a program error.
! -

. I/-',.

e) :
Special operating for machine errors and power failures.

f)
; Monitoring printing at main console.

9,2 Orders only available to fixed store

tjp'.V ...
Access to special working store.

•- Set limit registers.

Read and write in main store with reversed

Bffity parity.

5RV. Operate peripheral equipment.

,
Operate mechanical interlocks on magnetic

,
-

. tape units.

3 Tentative priority list for Director

igh priority Power failure

.

Machine breakdown
•

- Director priority changing sequences
BfcaL/Dy..'... Magnetic tape read/write

SX Line printer

K :

,

Paper tape input
VV V

.
Monitoring printing

P®? f:\-r- Output and post mortem printing
Other Director functions

..
• - Engineers’ testing

Manual program testing
Short run programmes

priority Base load program.
may be desirable to divide these into various groups, or
C
*tv°

a^°" Priority °f a program to be decided by


